
Greetings!

20 days ago, I decided to host an event to share opportunities in equity markets with some clients, where we are today and 

how to strategize going forward. Out of the 55 invites sent out, only one agreed to show up and we ended up canceling the 

event. What better time to invest in equities when there is such lack of interest in the same? Everyone looks at prices from a 

year ago and says its 50/60% up and are scared. But the fact is that since 2008 we are up only 30% in 6 years.

Recently in an interview Prashant Jain (HDFC Mutual Funds Star Manager) revealed some stats that their largest scheme, 

HDFC equity, has grown 43 times in 20 years. Which means INR 100 has become INR 4300 at a compounded 21% return. 

Sadly, only 3 % of investors have stayed put beyond 10 years. Our focus should be on long term, 10 years plus returns, when 

the power of compounding will start working in our favour.

Equity is clearly the place to be in and we should increase exposure via SIPs or through our PMS offering with a 

minimum 3-year holding period. If any black swan events do come by, it will be a buying opportunity and one should not 

panic as the India growth story is in place. Our capacity utilization is moving up and pricing power will come back to 

corporates, resulting in better net profit growths, which in turn, will lead to better shareholder returns.

Our PMS themes have delivered exceptional returns over all indices though we are absolute return focused and 

one should look at it these seriously even now. Needless to say, we have complete alignment of interest as no management 

fees are charged and only share of profit is the incentive paid above a certain minimum return.  We have recently launched 

our spinoff theme with a three year view which I feel will deliver superior returns for patient investors.

On the debt side I do like certain debt funds with an average duration of over 8 years which will deliver risk adjusted superior 

returns with a three year view as interest rates cool off.  I highly recommend our AIF high yield fund, which is delivering 10% 

plus tax-free returns at the moment. Minimum investment is 1 cr as it’s an alternative investment structure.

Real estate continues to be sluggish and will not deliver any returns and the liquidity risk is quite high as it’s very difficult to 

sell large apartments. Recently, two known deals in Pune had to be sold at 30% below the indicated price. Be very careful 

of this space and don’t get tempted by offers from builders who are trying to sell desperately.  Also stay away from REIT’s and 

structured notes, and do understand that there is credit risk of the issuer which most people tend to overlook. 

Lastly, I am proud to share with you that yours truly has now become a Certified Financial Planner (CFP) and passed 

all the requisite exams. There are totally 2000 odd CFP’s in India and pass percentage is one out of three. Beyondlife is a 

complete financial planning company now and has three qualified CFPs and two associates on the advisory side. It is a 

fee-based service with complete alignment of interest so our customer’s long-term interests are looked after as we work and 

represent them unlike any product provider. Do call us for an introduction to financial planning and to see what this report 

entails.

More in our next note! 

Regards,

Ravi Jethani


